Text is still the dominant form of human-computer-human communication. Users with certain motor or visual impairments may be unable to use certain text entry interfaces such as the small virtual keyboards on mobile phones effectively due to challenges hitting small targets. Despite the vast amount of research into text entry, no efforts have explored the so-called Russian tap-codes, or knock codes, which were commonly used to communicate between prison inmates. Tapping does not require the user to hit a specific target. This study proposes a theoretical framework for classifying text entry designs. The framework is used to explore 16 text entry designs, namely the classic Russian tap code and design variations exploiting more recent results in text entry research and the context of current hardware, allowing unfeasible designs to be easily eliminated.
INTRODUCTION
Although user interfaces increasingly rely on non-textual interaction such as voice [1] and gestures [2] , a majority of interaction between man and machine still depends on text entry, especially as computers are used to mediate written communication between humans. Text entry is an active research field that is driven by constant advancements in input device technology, especially as the form factors has changed from the desktop to mobile and smart devices. Advances in text entry technology aimed at the general population has also benefitted users with various disabilities. Moreover, assistive technologies, such as text prediction [3] , have also benefited non-disabled users. The literature on text entry is vast. After the invention of the typewriter, many alternative keyboard layout designs were explored [4] . Moreover, chording was early proposed as a means for more efficient text input, where instead of hitting individual keys to produce the letters, key patterns where pressed to recall letters [5, 6] . Unfortunately, chording did not succeed, probably due to the effort needed to learn chords and a lack of a standard. One exception to this is possibly braille chording [7, 8, 9 ] which have several current implementations for Smartphones such as mBraille and TypeInBraille [9] . Blind users already familiar with Braille can thus use such braille chording keyboards without having to learn a new chording alphabet.
Notably the most important developments during the last decades include the mobile device platform and the touch display. The mobile platform led to many new innovative strategies for inputting text without a full keyboard, most of which were based on keys. Research have focused on using numeric keypad-based input with and without letter disambiguation [10, 11] and devices with even fewer keys [12, 13] . Other input devices such as joysticks have also been studied [14] .
The emergence of affordable touch displays sparked much research into virtual keyboards and gestures and currently touch display technology and mobile device technologies have converged into the mobile smart device platform.
Both research and the practice field shows that the classic QWERTY layout has survived despite its obvious inefficiencies. Many users are already familiar with the QWERTY layout from the desktop platform and thus do not have to learn a new text entry system. Recent research has thus instead focused on providing accurate text prediction to speed up the text input and abbreviation based input in languages with long compound words [15] .
A challenge with the current state of the art mobile text entry, which is based on virtual keyboards with text prediction, is that the individual virtual keys are small and difficult to both see and hit. These text input interfaces are thus challenging to use for individuals with reduced motor abilities and reduced vision. In particular, older users find Smartphone text-entry difficult as they often have both reduced vision and motor functioning. This paper takes a step back and explores Russian tap codes. To the best of the authors' knowledge Russian tap codes have not been explicitly explored in context of text input. Tap codes involve a simple system where letters are organized into a 5 × 5 grid where a Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Tap codes were typically used in prisons where inmates in different cells communicated with each other using the concrete walls. The success of the tap code, used without the aid of computers, was probably due to its simplicity and efficiency.
The tap code is comparatively much easier to learn than the widely used Morse code, which has shown to be less suitable for text entry [16] . Both Morse code and tap codes rely on rhythmic patterns, and it has been found that users naturally exhibit regular rhythmic patterns when entering text using certain systems [17] .
Some of the research efforts and commercial products available share similarities with the tap codes, instead of taps twodimensional scrolling is used to select the desired character [18] . The elegance of tap codes is that users do not hit a specific target, but rather signal the information in easy-to-understand and simple temporal pulses. Since no target hitting tasks are involved, issues of accuracy, speed and size described by Fitts' law [19] does not apply. This study discusses the tap codes in context of recent text entry research and current technology.
METHOD
First, a framework for classifying text entry designs is presented. This framework allows the strengths and weaknesses of a design to be identified easily, and it allows poor designs to be discarded before committing to time-consuming user testing. Next, the classic Russian tap code and several designs adaptions based on the classic tap code are analyzed using the framework.
Text Entry Design Classification
Text entry designs often balance coding in the temporal and spatial domain. The proposed classification framework therefore organizes text entry design according to these dimensions. Figure 1 shows an example of the classification framework applied to several text entry strategies reported in the literature.
The framework divides the temporal (T) and spatial (S) domains into one (1), few (2) and many (3) . In this classification the classic QWERTY keyboard is classified as S3-T1, that is, each of the many characters have a unique spatial position on the keyboard (many) and only one step is needed to recall each character (T1). The classic chording techniques are classified as S2-T1 as only one step is needed and usually only five keys are used. Note that variations on the chording keyboard, such as one based on visual mnemonics, require several steps [20, 21] and are therefore classified as S2-T2.
The classic Tegic T9 disambiguation technique for numeric keypad input is also classified as S2-T2 as it involves only 8 keys (few) and character input with subsequent word selection. Gestures are classified as S3-T3 since a gesture in reality is a complex temporal and spatial shape, although the actual execution of a gesture may be simple. Note that the classic QWERTY keyboard also can be partially considered a chord keyboard as SHIFT is usually pressed together with a character to produce uppercase characters. It could also be placed in the T2 category when considering the use of CAPSLOCK needing two steps. However, for simplicity, these low-probability cases are ignored herein.
One interpretation of the framework is that increased spatial complexity requires pointing accuracy, while increased temporal complexity requires both physical and mental effort. These issues need to be carefully balanced for a given context. Note that it is no practical input strategy for S1-S2 as it would have to be based on a binary alphabet. Moreover, no existing text input strategy could be identified for S1-T2, that is, text input strategies that do not require hitting a specific target, and that require few input steps.
Classic Tap Codes
The classic Russian tap-codes were based on the Russian alphabet. However, the English version that was used in the American prisons comprised a 5 × 5 grid of characters (see Figure 2 ). Since English has 26 characters K is given the same code as C. To send a D the user first tap once to signal the first row, then a short pause, followed by four consecutive taps to signal the fourth character along the row. That is, D would be communicated using tap + pause + tap + tap + tap + tap.
Tap codes go back to the Polybius square that was used in ancient Greece where rows of flames were used to send signals according to row and column coding. The typical English version of the Polybius square places the character J in the same cell as I. Chording [5, 6] Joysticks [14] T9-disambigu -ation [11] Mnemonic chording [20, 21] Menu-based [13] Numpad-multitap Many (S3) QWERTY-keyboard QWERTY with prediction [3, 15] Gestures [2] 1,1 The effectiveness of these classic tap-codes are explored herein using the proposed framework and the keystrokes per character (KSPC) measure proposed by MacKenzie et al. [22] .
Enhanced Tap Codes
Three basic variations on the tap codes are investigated. First, the effects of starting in different corners are explored, that is, starting on the right instead of on the left, or on the bottom instead of on the top tapping along the opposite direction. Four cases are thus considered, top-left, top-right, bottom-left and bottom-right.
Next, Z is the character with the lowest frequency in English.
Calculations were thus performed to explore the effect of giving K its own cell and instead discarding Z (Figure 3 ).
Finally, a tap-code optimized according to letter frequencies were explored (see Figure 3) where the most frequent characters were assigned the cells requiring the fewest taps. The goal was to determine the theoretically lower bound on the number of taps needed. However, research also show that such optimized layouts require new learning and hence are considered uncomfortable to use despite being the most efficient. The worst-case layout is also explored. It is simply the optimized layout mirrored along the diagonal going from the bottom left to the top right cell.
Numeric Keypad Layouts
Unfortunately, the alphabetic square layout requires learning [23, 24] . Instead, existing layouts already familiar to users are explored. One of these is the numeric keypad found on older mobile phones.
The first of four designs simply involves placing the characters out in a 3 × 11 grid resembling the actual character sequence of the numeric keypads (see Figure 4 top). The blank spaces are ignored. The second design is three-dimensional (see Figure 4 second from the top). First, the user taps the desired row on the "keypad", next the user taps the desired column and finally taps to the desired character on the "key".
The last two designs in the numeric keypad category leans on numeric keypad input disambiguation where only the "button" with the set of characters is input, and a dictionary is used to disambiguate which word was intended. The first design is a simple one-dimensional tap code where the user taps through to the desired letter-group.
The second design is two-dimensional where the user selects the letter group by tapping the desired row followed by the column (see Figure 4 bottom).
Exploring QWERTY Familiarity
Finally, tap-codes based on the well-known QWERTY layout were explored. The first design is a three-dimensional tap code where one tap is first used to select the left side or two taps are used to select the right side. Next, one, two or three taps are used to select the row, and finally taps are used to select the desired column starting from the center (see Figure 5 top).
The following two designs are two-dimensional tap codes based on the assumption that the user can tap independently using the left and the right hand, and thereby control the selection for each side of the layout. One variation starts in the top left corner for both sides, while the other variation starts in the middle, that is, in the top left corner for the left side and the top right corner for the right side. This design assumes that the skills of accessing the QWERTY layout mirrors across hands [25] .
The final QWERTY based tap code assumes that three fingers on each hand are used to tap the keys associated with the respective row of the keyboard. This design thus constitutes six parallel tap codes. Simple pointing is needed to place fingers in the initial position, but it is similar to chording in that this is only done once when starting.
These last three QWERTY designs deviate from the classic onechannel tap code paradigm by allowing tapping on different channels. This is not possible with prison walls, but this prison wall limitation obviously does not apply to computers.
RESULTS
The results of the analysis are discussed according the three layout categories, namely alphabet square layouts, numeric keypad layouts and QWERTY layouts. Figure 6 shows that most of the two dimensional tap codes belong in the S1-T2 category. The classic Russian tap-code clearly requires a minimum of two taps and a maximum of 10 taps, with an average of 5.7 taps per character. The starting point and tapping direction clearly have a significant effect on the number of taps. Luckily, the classic tap-code configuration is just marginally worse than the theoretically best which is achieved by starting in the top right corner with a mean of 5.37 taps per character. When starting at either the left or right bottom corner the mean taps per characters exceed 7.
Alphabet Square Layouts
The English version of the Polybius square gives only a marginally lower mean of 5.79 taps per characters. However, reshuffling the characters of the grid by removing Z has a larger impact and results in the mean number of taps per character exceeding 6.1.
The results for the frequency optimized tap code gives a mean of 4.48 taps per character, which is better than the T9 grid. The disadvantage with the optimized grid is that the user will have to learn a new unintuitive layout. However, no dictionary is used and any character sequence can therefore be input. The worst-case layout reveals an upper bound of a mean of 8.51 taps per character.
Common for all the tap code strategies based on square layouts is that a large number of taps is needed to enter characters regardless of layout, and at most 10 taps are needed to produce the worst-case character. Clearly, one does not need to conduct a user evaluation to predict that the amount of tapping is time-consuming, repetitive and frustrating for users. Even the input of simple phrases require many taps. In prisons the tap codes were used with short form coding such as GBU -God bless You, etc. Therefore, tap codes could perhaps be combined with some intuitive abbreviation expansion engine [15] or telegram expansion techniques inspired by SOUNDEX [26] or Metaphone [27] . For such mechanisms to succeed they have to be simple and require minimal learning. Although tap codes in its classic form is not the optimal text input strategy for most users given modern hardware, it may be a workable solution for individuals with certain forms of reduced motor functioning. Taps do not necessarily have to be performed with fingers per se, it could equally well be another modality such as eye-blinking [28] , non-finger physical movement, an uttered sound, etc.
One important characteristic to be learnt from the tap codes is the square configuration as this is the optimal two-dimensional layout in terms of character access and effort needed. However, several commercial designs involving alphabetic layout have chosen nonsquare rectangular layout accessible via navigation buttons. The non-square configurations increase the average number of steps to access a given character. The idea of combining two characters such as C and K with the Russian square or I and J with the Polybius
Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Software Development and Technologies for Enhancing Accessibility and Fighting Info-exclusion square could also be adopted in regular alphabetic layouts to achieve square layouts. Combining two characters with relatively low probability will be trivial to disambiguate using a simple language model. Other European languages with extended alphabets could also be reduced to a simple 5 × 5 square of the sake of simplicity. Previous keyboard layout research [4] has focused more on the position of the characters than on the actual shape of the keyboard layouts.
Numeric Keypad Layouts
The results of the evaluation shown in Figure 6 reveal that the T9 grid approach is classified as S1-T2, a category that is not documented in the text entry research literature. This means that its advantage is single channel of taps with few symbols. Table 1 shows that the average number of taps per character with T9 grid is 4.48 with a maximum of 6 taps. The disadvantage of T9 grid is that it requires disambiguation and it is thus impossible to input tokens not present in dictionaries. Moreover, the statistics does not take the extra manual disambiguation steps into consideration, that is, when the user have to select between different options.
Although the numeric layout is familiar to most users, the analysis shows that it does not pose any particular advantage when physical effort is considered together with the mental effort needed. Moreover, one may ponder whether people's familiarity with the numeric keypad layout is disappearing as the classic T9 mobile phones used for texting have been replaced with touchscreen Smartphones. The designs based on the numeric keypad layouts can thus be discarded.
QWERTY Layouts
Two strategies that stand out in category S2-T1 and S2-T2 are QWERTY three finger and QWERTY bimanual, respectively. Of the two bimanual methods, the one based on starting in the center gives a slightly better mean of 4.35 taps per character over 4.53 by always starting in the top left corner. These results are better than both T9 grid and the optimized square. Moreover, it utilizes a layout already familiar to the user and does not involve any disambiguation. However, it relies on the user being able to use two channels of tapping, preferably using the left and the right hand to mimic keyboard based bimanual text entry.
The three-finger tap code is also a bimanual text input strategy and actually involves six fingers in total (3 for each hand). This strategy yields the lowest mean taps per keystroke, namely 2.72, with a minimum of 1 and maximum of 5 taps. It is mentally simple to use since it is a one dimensional tap code, and no pauses are needed to enter characters. It relies on the familiar QWERTY layout and users already familiar with QWERTY will therefore not need to search for the location of the characters. However, six fingers are needed to tap on six channels without pointing tasks. This require more dexterity than single channel tapping. However, if one assumes that the fingers remain stationary on the control keys as no pointing and hitting of targets are needed.
Overall, based on the results future work should focus on the three text entry strategies based on the QWERTY layout. A natural subsequent step is to conduct a user evaluation in the form of a text entry experiment to evaluate whether the three methods are feasible in practice. Moreover, future work should involve experimentation involving users with motor impairments to assess whether the methods are beneficial to these users or not.
CONCLUSIONS
The classic tap code, or knock code, was explored in light of recent research into text entry and modern input devices. Tap codes are attractive as no pointing tasks are needed. Moreover, a classification framework was proposed for exploring and screening text entry designs allowing poor designs to be discarded prior to time-consuming user testing. Note that the framework is not intended as a replacement for user testing. The results show that the classic tap codes used in prisons are relatively efficient compared to related designs. However, acceptance for the tap code may be improved if the familiar QWERTY layout is used instead. The results show that the efficiency of tap codes based on the QWERTY layout is comparable to that of the classic alphabetical square. However, the QWERTY layout also allows easy facilitation of bimanual tapping and multi-finger tapping. These optimizations greatly reduce the length of the tedious tap sequences without increasing complexity. Future research need to confirm the feasibility of the derived designs through user evaluations. The results of this study also suggest that text entry systems based on selecting letters using navigation keys from an alphabetical layout also should employ a square grid instead of rectangular layouts to minimize motor effort.
